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QUESTION:  70
 
Click the Exhibit button.
 

In an A-Series Layer 2 switch where Port-based Multicast VLAN is being configured, 
which port link-type configuration must be used for the client connection ports? 

A. Trunk - with the Multicast VLAN as the PVID 
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B. Trunk - with the Multicast VLAN permitted 
C. Hybrid - with the Multicast VLAN enabled 
D. Hybrid - with the Multicast VLAN as the PVID 

Answer: C 

QUESTION:  71 
Click the Exhibit button. 
The router shown in the exhibit is receiving the same multicast traffic through three of 
its interfaces(S5/0, S5/1 and, S5/2). Based on the tables shown below, which interface is 
hosenasthe RPFinterfafor (S,G )? 

A. G0/0 
B. S5/0 
C. S5/1 
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D. S5/2 

Answer: C 

QUESTION:  72 
How does IGMP Snooping in the HP A5800 switch handle the report suppression 
mechanism? 

A. It transmits IGMP reports through all its ports. 
B. It transmits IGMP reports through the router ports only. 
C. It transmits IGMP reports through member ports only. 
D. It discards IGMP reports. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION:  73
 
How are IPv4 multicast addresses mapped into MAC multicast addresses?
 

A. IGMP creates a dynamic mapping table and includes the MAC address in Query and 
Report messages. 
B. The last 24 bits of the MAC address bits are concatenated to the IPv4 multicast 
address after a special IPv4 address prefix. 
C. The complete IPv4 address is concatenated after a special MAC address prefix. 
D. The last 23 bits of the IPv4 multicast address are concatenated after a special MAC 
address prefix. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION:  74
 
What is an improvement of IGMPv2 over IGMPv1?
 

A. A eaveGroup?message has been added to the protocol.A ?eave Group?message has 
been added to the protocol. 
B. Support for Source-specific Multicast (SSM) has been added to the protocol. 
C. Aoin Message?has been added to the protocol.A ?oin Message?has been added to the 
protocol. 
D. Support for Source-filtered Multicast (SFM) has been added to the protocol. 
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Answer: A 

QUESTION:  75
 
In PIM-SM, what are register messages used for?
 

A. The first hop router sends a register message to the BSR (Bootstrap Router) to 
request the address of the RP (Rendezvous Point) assignedto a certain (*,G). 
B. The last hop router sends a register message to the RP (Rendezvous Point) to request 
the forwarding of a certain (*,G). 
C. The first hop router sends register messages to the RP (Rendezvous Point) to inform 
it that a(S,G) flow is available. 
D. The RP (Rendezvous Point) sends a register message to the BSR (Bootstrap Router) 
to report that it is forwarding a certain (S,G) flow. 

Answer: C 
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